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It was now clearly shown, ihat a nllmber of rootlets, which had 
curved geotropically, were completely free from starcll. Whatever 
views we mayadopt with regal'd to the harrnful ac:tion of the 
aluminium on the plant, or with regard to the fact that by no means 
all roots were free fl'om siarch, the fact, established with certainty, 
that roots, the tip of which had become starch-fi'ee, neveriheless 
curved geotropic:ally, proves conclusively that the pel'ception of ihe 
stimulus of gravity can take p1ace without statoliths. 

At most the protagonists 9f the statolith theory may still maintain, 
that the starch grains could in any case accelel'ate tlle perception of 
gl'avity. On this point fJ, conclusive answer could on1y be obtained 
by deterrnining the presentation time fol' geotropism in roots with 
and without stal'ch. This determination was unsuccessful, fol' two 
l'eaSons: In the fil'st place the harmfulness of the solution and the 
tendency to tl'aumatotl'opic CUl'vature make ît necessary to stimulate 
somewhat longer in order to get CUl'vatures which can be readily 
observed and secondly these water cultures cannot be placed on a 
clinostat during the latent period, a condition which is necessary in 
the case of this object, in order to obtain definite curvatures with 
the presentation time. 

Ut1,'èchi, October 1909. 

Physics. - "The deg1'ee of completeness of the ci1'cztla1' pola1'ization 
of magnetically divided li17es." By Prof. P. ZEEMAN. 

1. A luminons gas placed between the poles of an electl'omagnet 
observed along the lines of force, gives in the simplest case, two spectral 
lines of different wavelengths. These linetl are situated at both sides 
of the original line. In accordance with LORENTZ'S elemelltary theory 
my observati<~ns so far published tend to show almost perfect pola
ristLtion of the lines of tbis doublet, the polarization being l'ight
handed fol' ono, left-handed fol' the other of its components. lf thè 
direction of the field is reversed the sign of the polarization becomes 
opposite. 

Corresponding to the doublet, observed parallel to the field, a 
triplet is seen w hen the hght emitted at l'ight angles to the field is 
analysed. The componenis of this triplet are linearly polari:tied. 

LORENTZ as early as 1898 1
) showed that some conclusions con

cel'l1ing tile polnrizn,iion of the components of magnetically divided 

1) LORENTZ. ThE'se Proceedings June 1898. p. 113. The Theory of Electrons. 
Teubnel'. Leipzig; p. 1H). 1909. 
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Hnes can be drawn from general principles, independently of any 
particular theory. 

One of these resuIts is that light of a gefinite frequency radiated 
along the lines of force, can never show a trace of lmear Ol' elliptic 
polarization; it must either be unpolarized, or have a rircular pola
l'ization, partialor perfect. 

TJARMOR 1) in 1900 concluded that perfect circular polarization of 
the components of the doublet, would prove that the corresponding 
permanent types of vibration in the molecules are exactly circular. 

In order to explain the more complicated magnetic effects VOlGT 2) 
specialised the general theory of vibrating electric systems by supposing 
particular magnetic links between electrons and by introducing the 
hypo thesis that the lllminous particles take a definite orientation 
under the action of the field. A particular direction, the "axis" of 
each particIe, becomes under the action of the field parallel to the 
lines of force. 

A rotation of the particles around this specified axis undoubtedly 
is possible, at least it is not excluded. This rotation has no infillence 
up on the freqllency. The or bits of the electrons 110wever are rotated 
as also are the orbits of the "equivalent" electrons recently introduced 
by LORENTZ 3) in order to simplify the theory of systems containing 
a number of electrons. 

The linear polarization of the light emjtted normally to the field, 
proves that the orbits of the electrons either are straight lines parallel 
to the Imes of force or ellipses in planes perpendicular to the field. 

The completeness of the circulal' polarization parallel to the magnetic 
force would prove that the ellipses are circles. Partial circulal' pola
rization howevel' would prove the existence of ellipses with all 
possible fortuitous orientations in plan es normal to the field. 

In general one would expect, that the components of a magnetic
aUy subdi vided line emit partially polarized lIght parallel to - the 
field. WIthout hypothesis or fUl'ther measurements this more general 
statement must even be regarded as the most probable. A qllantitative 
examination of the ratio of circularly polarized light contained in 
the total light emitted oy the components, has not been made 
till now. 

2. My observations with ROWLAND'S grating are consistent with 

1) LARMOR. Aether and Matter. p. 345. 
gr VOlGT. Magneto- und Elektrooptik, Teubner, Leipzig. p. 98. 1908. 
3) LORENTZ. Tbeolie del magneto-optisch en Phánomene. Encyclopadie der mathe

matischen Wissenschaften. V. 3. Heft 2. p. 217. 1909. 
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the opinion that the l'adiation of the components of the doublet is 
accompanied bJ a rather high percentage of ordinal'y light. 

The brightness of grating spectra is only smaH compared with the 
intensity of the original, incident light. The amount of ordinary 
light contained in the total radiation of the doublet easily coulcl 
remain below the limiting value necessary for perception, and not
withstanding its intensity compared witll that of the spectral line 
be by no means small. 

In order to deeide experimentally between the two possibilities, 
I have made some experiments on the completeness of the circular 
polarization. 

As regards intensjty of light MWHELSON'S echelon spectroscope 
ce1'tainly surpasses all other spectroscopes of high resolving power. 
It therefore was the most suitable instrument for the projected ex
periments and satisfied ~t first condition I had to attend to. 

A second condition to be satisfied for the projected experiments 
is th at the source of light be as intense as possible. 

I the1'efore for the present only ime5tigated the spectra of sodium, 
mercury and thallium, which can be obtained with great inten&ity. 
These few elements moreover have the advantage of exhibiting 
several different types of magnetlc separations. 

The met110cls used for the investigation of the cil'cularly polarizecl 
light are given in §§ 3-5. Particulars concerning the SOUl'ces of 
light are rontained in § 6. The observations and conclusions con
cerning tlle chief subject of this paper form the end of this com
munication § § 7-13. 

3. Verification oj the ci1'c~tla1' analyse1's. 

In order to investigate the rircularly polarized light of the com
poncnts ii is simplest 10 usc either qn:1rter-wave pl:1tes or FRI~SNI~L'S 
l'homb. 

The last conlriyanCe has the aclvantage of suiting simultaneously 
the necessary conditions for a large part of the spectrum. The 
qll:1!'tel'-wave plates, howevel', can be selected only for a very Iimited 
part of the spectrum. They ean easily be adjusted for the purpose 
in view rather by splitting mica sheets. 

The interference coloUl' exhibited, when the plate is placecl between 
cl'ossed N:iro)s, in parallel lIght, gives a measl1re of the l'etal'datioll 
produced. 

As the estimation of this colour is, howevel', always a matter of 
some cliftict\Uy and if a somewhat great accmacy is desired, it is a 
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much better plan to analyse the light leaving the second Nicol with 
the aid of a spectroscope. The result becomes more accurate, if 
one combines a model'ately thin plate o~ double l'efracting cl'ystal 
with the mica sheet. The simple theory of the dark bands, now 
visible in the spectrum, is weU known and neeels not to be given 
here. Since the time of FIZEAU and FOUCAUJ,T many physicists have 
used them for ihe measurement of phase differences. 1) 

A plate of quartz, cut parallel to the optical axis, and of about 
2 m.m. thiclmess, gives 18 bands between the red anel violet hydrogen 
Iines. 

Tbese bands are most distinct, if the principal sections of the 
Nicols and the mica be inclined at an angle of 45°. 

Ir the mica and the quartz plate be superposed in such a manner, 
that the principal sections 'eorrespond, a displacement of the bands 
in a certain sense, e.g. towards the red is observed. 

If then the mica be rotated throllgh 90° the displacement is towards 
the violet. ' 

The amouut of tbe iotal displacement observed, by the interchange of 
the two positions of the mica, is easily measureel. The ratio of half 
this displacement and the elistance of two succeeding bands gives the 
difference of ph ase produced by the mica for the region of the 
spectrum under consideration. 

KÖNIG 2) and CORNU 3) sllggested the use of a double quarter-wave 
plate with horizontal boul1dary line for the easier observation of the 
longitudinal magl1etic effect. 

I 

I myself often make use or mica plates of the same kind but 
divided into three fielels, as indicated in the figure. The principal 

r 

/ 

/ 
Fig. 1. 

sections of the fields are indicated by the arrows. 

1) Sec f. i. COHNU in thc paper cited sub 3. 
2) W. KÖNIG, Wied. Alm. 63 S. 268. 1897. 
3) A. OORNU. C. Ft. 125 p. 555. Octobre 1897, Eclairage Electrique 13 p. 246. 

1897. 
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Such a three-fold plate is made nearly as easily by the expel'imentel' 
as a double one, whereas for meaSlll'ements its use allows of a 
somewhat higher accuracy uy ~eason of the symmetry of the field 
of view. 

Using either these double or three-fold mica plates one immediately 
gets the total displacement of the bands, if a qual'tz plate be super
posed and the combination placed between cl'ossed Nicols. An image 
of the horizontal tines of separation- is projected by means of an 
ach1'01natic lens upon the slit of a spectl'oscope. 

In fig. 1 of the Plate a photograph taken with a three-fold mica
plate is gi ven. The l'e1ati \'e retal'dation prod uced by the mica is a 
quaL'tel' of a wave-length, if the c1istance of two banels in tlle outer 
fields is just bahred by one in the middle field. 

A compari::;on spectrum from J. = 6561 (H) to ). = 4078 (Hg) is 
taken simultaneously. How largely the phase-difference in the mira 
depends upon the wavelength is very clearly shown. 

4:. FR"ESNRL'S l'homb gives, as is weIl known, cil'cularly pohtrized 
light aftel' two tota1 reflexions of light polarized at an aûmuth of 45°. 

This arrangement, if perfect, has the advantage of giving cil'cnlarly 
polal'ized light for all col 0 Ul'S of tlle whole "isible Rpectl'Um. I 
exmnined as to bow far the rhomb at my disposition salisfiec1 the 
l'equil'ements imposed by the object I had in view. 

The chief purpose of my investigaiion requil'es a mtller rlose 
approach to the ideal condition. For lhis reason and also becallse, as 
fi:tl' as I know, FlU~sNln:s beantiful in:.ention was nevel' invcstiga(ed 
by the method of interference bauds, I may be allowed to give a 
more extensive treatment of the l'esults (han I othenvise wOl1lcl have 
contemplated. 

In order to obtain also with FREsNm.'s rhomb t wo fields in which 
the bands are shiftec1 in opposite dil'ections, the rhomb is 10 be 
combined with a double plate. 1 used a dOllble-plate 1) made of a plate 
of qtUwtz, 1.7 m.m. thick, anel cut parallel to the axis. 'rhis pla(e 
is cut in ,two halves by a line making angles of .J:5° with thc prin
cipal seation; one half is th en rotatec1 l'ound an axis perpendicnlftl' 
to the line of separation, throng'h 180°. 

Fig. 2 was obtained by means of lhis double-platé and n, rbamb, 
many years oJd ~'tnd belonging to the colleclion of the Amsterdam 
laboratory. The c1eviation fIOm an ideal apparatlls is ver}' apparent 
on inspection of the photograph. Measurement shows that 1.he bands are 

i) cf. CORNU l.c. 
24 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XII. 
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shifted from the position they should occupy with an accurate quarter
wave apparatus, by an amount, which in the red is nearly 11 ° / ° of 

I 

the distance of two succeeding bands. In _the green and violet this 
amount becomes 9 resp. 10.5%. 

5. Murh smaller deviations gives a recently obtained rhomb, as 
is readily seen by comparison of the photogl'aphs 2 and 3. 

A somewhat higher accuracy was still obtained by interchanging 
the prism of the spectl'oscope used by a more dispersive one. It now, 
ho wever, became jmpossible to photograph the whole spectrum at 
one opel'ation. Fig. 4 and fig. 5 have been obtained with the old 
FREsNEL-rhomb and the higher dispersion. Wlth the last dispersion 
and the new rhorn b one can without meaSUl'ements scarcely decide 
up on the sense of the error in the relative position of the two band 
systems (see fig. 6 and fig. 7). The de'7iation of a band in one 
field, from the centre of two bands in the other, never exceeds 
3.2% of the distance of the bands. (The deyiations are 1.7, 2.6 and 
3.2% for the red, green and violet). 

I.;et the deviation, defined in this manner, be p percent, then the 

corresponding error of the phase becomes 2~ 0 X 360° = 1.8 . P degl'ees. 

For the green iJ is about 3%, hence 5°A. An error of this arnount 
in the phase difference of 90~, wbich exists between the two linea).' 
components into which circularly polarized light can be l'esolved, 
may easily be shown to have no influence in the case of the 
measurements of intensity described iu ~ 7. 

Let completely circularly polarized light be incident upon the 
rhomb, then the light aftel' reflexion by the rhomb, giving a re tar
dation of 90° diminished or incl'eased with a smaIl angle 0, rnay 
be represented by: 

{c=acosnt I 
y = a cos (nt + 0) \. 

Hence 
,v2 _ 2{)]y cos 0 + y2 = a~ sin2 o. 

The principal axes of this ellipse, become: ~ a V2 sin 0 and a V2, 
hence their ratio t sin o. 

When 0 = 6°, then !- sin d = 0.0522. 
The intensity of the light leaving a Nicol with its plane of 

vibration perpendicular to the major axis of the ellipse, becOlnes 
(0.0522)2 = 0.0027. 

As the minimum intensity, which undeL' the circumstances of OUl' 

observations may be recognized, wil1 appeal' to be of the order 0.01, 
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even an error twice or thl'ee times the one now accepted for 
FRESNEL'S rhomb, cannot disturb our results. 

6. Sottl'ces of light. Vacuum tubes charged with mercury, thallium 
or sodlllm, alld heated to t11e required temperatures, were used as 
SOUl'ces of light. The tubes were excited by means of an inductioll 
coil with high-speed interruptor. 

In order to render t11e ]umillosity of the tubes as high as possible, 
the cm'rent in the coil' was gradually increased to the maximum 
just possible without impairing the narrowness of the spectral lines. 

In the case of sodium the troublesome separate heating of the 
tube ,,,as eliminated by following a somew hat modified procedure. 
Mercury tubes requil'e only a preliminary heating, the current once 
started being sufficient to supply the necessary heat. lt was tried to 
mix up some fine powder of previously heated chloride of sodium 
with the mercury. The tube 1l0W- exhibited, besides the mercury lines, 
the sodium lines with extremely great intensity. Of ten only some 
parts of the capillary are radiating; the most suitable part is then 
selected. In the experiments with sodium the coil was actuated by an 
alternate cUl'rent, a maximum of 12 Amp. being possible before the 
widening of the sodium lines considerably in,terfered with the work. 

7. Armngmnent of the experirnents. A few words will suffice to 
describe the disposition of the experiments. 

A DU BOIs-elertromagnet with one perforated polar piece was used. 
The light emitted parallel to the field and made parallel by means 
of an achromatic lens, traversed FRESNEL'S rhomb, then a second 
achromatic lens, which forms an image on the slit of the auxiliary 
spectroscope. 

This preliminary analysis enables us to select a definite spectral 
line for further investigation by means of the echelon spectroscope, 
a more detailed description of which I gave on a former occasion l ). 

Between the serond lens and the slit of the auxilial'y spectl'oscope 
a Nicol's prism was introduced, mounted upon a divided cÏl-cle, which 
gave the rotation of the Nicol in degrees. 

The front plane of the rhomb was placed accurately perpendicular 
to the beam. 

The plane of incidenee of the FRESNEL rhomb was made vertical 
i.n most experiments. In a few observations it was set at an azimuth 
of 45° with the horizontal plane. 

In the first case the emergent linear vibl'ations are at an angle of 

1) ZEEMAN. These Proceedings Nov. 30, 1901, p. 247. 
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45° with a vcrticnl line; in tbe sccouu case they are either hOl'izontal 
Ol' verticnl. 

Tbe metbod of pl'oeec1l1l'e is very simpie. The ncnr!y ideal FRESNl!1IJ 

rhomb transforms light of completely eirculal'ly polarized doublets 
into two pel'pendiculal", linear vibl'ations. By means of a Nicol eithel' 
the one Ol' the othe1' ()f tbe lines ean be completely quenched, p1'ovided 
there is 120 trace of orclinCl1'y light in tlw dO~tble lines. 

The observntions witb the lines il1vestigated, in deed show tliat 
sneh must be !he ense. The valne of the l'esnH depends up on the 
sellsiLi\'Ïly of the methocl. 

The observntions eonsisted in finding tbe two positions, on either 
side of the position of extinction, at wbich the light was just recog
nizable with certainty. 

If (! be the angle tlle Nicol is tllen rotated from thc zero positiol1, 
I liin~ (I l'epl'esenü; the brightness of j he emergel1t light, 1 being the 
intensi!}' of tbe linear vibration. 

Vi{ e can be Sur0 tlw,t tbe qua11tity of ordinal'.r light, emitted by 
one of the romponents, must be below I sin 2 a. 

8. Reliultli. Tbc obsel'\'ations consist in determining the value of 
a fOl' the different spectral li11es. 1 will al'range the results accol'ding 
to the diilel'ellt types of snbdivisions, observed normally to the field. 

'Triplet, mel'cul'y, J. = 57\:11, dou bIet parallel to the field, (I = 7° 
liin ~(I = 0.0144. The obsel'vation is somewhat llindered by satellites 
of the pl'incipal lines. 

1'1 'ip let, J. = 5771, doublet in dil'ection of field. 
In extremely strong fiehls every component is I'esolved into thl'ee 

lineR. This stl'ength of field was not reached. 

(J. = ;)0 sin ~a = 0.0076. 

Qncwtet, soLlium, J. = 5893, doublet in directiol1 of field. 

Ct = 5° sin ~a = 0.0076 

Se,'ctet, sodinll1, Ä = 5890, quartet in direction of field. 

a = 6° sin ~Ct = 0.0108 

.J..Vonet, mel'cul'y, J. = 5461. strong green mercury line, sextet in 
dil'ection of field. 

a = 5° sin 2a = 0.0076. 

8eivtet, tlw/IliulIl, ). = 535'1, quartet in directioll of field, 

a = 8° sin ~a = 0.0196 

Pl'obably tl. lowel'" limit can be obiained, when a more satisfactory 
thallium tube is made use of. 
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9. Injluence of 1'ejlexions jJ'orn tTw walls of the vacuum tube. 
In the course of the investigation different mercul'y tubes were 

used. With Olle of these I had the opportunity of repeating an 
observation, made on a former occasion 1), under very less favourable 
circu1l1stances. I will give some details fol' a case of simple magnetic 
sepal'ation. 

The yellow mercur}' lines split into two components, if the light 
is examined parallel to the field. Observing in the latter direction 
and while using a new tube I was astonished to see the yellow 
mercury lines divided into triplets, the th1'ee components being of 
equal intensity. The plane of incirlence of the rhomb was under this 
observation vertical. The intensity of the central line of the triplet 
was a maximum when the piane of vibl'ation of the Nicol was 
horizontal, being zero when it was vertical. The central line appar
ently is linearly polarized. It is easily seen by means of a figure 
that this eentral line m::w be due to light, emitted nearly at right 
angles to the direction of the field, and, alter being l'eflected once 
Ol' t"iTice fi'om the inner sll1'face of the C'apillary, emm'ging in the 
dil'ection of the axis of the electromagnet. 

Appal'ently in the dil'ection of the axis a doublet, circularly pob-
1'ized, is seen supel'posed tlpOll a triplet with linear polarization" In 
the specified position of the FRESNEL rhomb, at an azimuth of 45° of 
the Nicol one of the components of the doublet, aftel' a l'otation of 
135° the othe1' component must vanish; then, however, the vertical 
component of the reflected triplet still must remain visible, its inten
sity being halved, becanse the principal section of the Nicol makes 
in the case now considered an allgle of 45° with the vertical line. 
The outer components of the yellow mercury triplets only have 
about one half of thE' intensity of the central component, hence, if 
exp1'essed in the intensity of the latter only 1/4 l'emains fol' the 
vel'tical vibrations. Observation wholly confirms this. 

H the FRESNEL l'homb be brought into such a position that the 
plane of incidence makes an angle of 45° with the horizontal plane, 
the central C'omponellt must be expected to exhibit circulftr po1al'ization. 

This a1so was confil'med by obsel'vation, as othel' conc1usions to 
be drawn in the case now under review. 

I may be permitted to mention, that the central component in the 
case of the mercury line 5790 has an asymmetrical position; sym
mell'ical, however, in the case of 5771. This appearance corl'esponds 

1) ZeEMAN, These Proceedings 29 Febl'. 1I:l08, p. 573. 

LOIU!ANN, Diss. Halle S. 62, 1907. 
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exactly to what is observed in a direction normal to the lines of 
force 1). 

The described phenomena in so far as they are due to the reflected 
light, ordinarily are only ,just recogniz~ble, tlle intensity of the light 
being rat her smalI. The capillary used in the last mentionecl obser
vations was of wide bore. With fine capillaries the intensities of 
the reflected components are consiclerably weakened. 

1'he diameter of the luminous filament, which emits the most 
intense light, and which is visible whiie the vaeuum tube is 6nb
jected to magnetic forces, probably has as much inflllence as the 
width of the capillal'y in determining the intensity of the reflexion 
phenomena under considel'ation. The resnlts of ~ 8 have been 
obtainecl with tubes exhibitillg onIy slight perturbations dlle to 
I'eflected light. 

10. The mic1dle component in alle Ol' two of the experiments 
appearecl to exhibit only neal'ly plane polal'ization. Tbe reason of 
the very small ellipticity of the reDected light might perhaps be dne 
to the elliptic polal'isation, which V 0lG'l.' preclicted, in Ihe case light 
is emitted in a direction inclined to the lines of force. 

Snch oblilluely emittecl ligbt undonbtecUy contribuies to intensifying 
the observed central 1ine. 

A somewhat falllty position, howevel', of FREsNEr:s rhomb also 
may be l'esponsible for a slight elliptiC'ity of the polarization. New 
experimen'ts of course are waI'!ted befare the preclicted elliptic polari
zation ean be considered as provecl by experiment. In my present 
obserYations only a very first trace of the effect may perhaps be 
operative. 

I 

11. Before leaving the subject of l'eflexions in the tube, one point 
may be considerecl somewhat more in detail. Is it possible that 
the circnlarly polarized light of the C'omponents of the doublet, 
~'~flectecl back in the original c1irection may distul'b the pmity of 
the observed effect? 

The same electron, which emits right-handecl circularly polal'ized 
light in the direction of the lines of force, which, let us assume, proceecl 
to us, in the opposite direction sends left-hancled circularly polarized 
light of the same perioc1. By reflexion, howevel', the sense of the 
circlllar polarization is reversed, hence the direct as weU as the 
reflectecl beams e11ter the eye right-handed circulal'ly polarized. The 

1) ZEEMAN, These Proceedings 30 Nov. 1907. p. 351. 
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onIy effect is an increasing of the intensity of the doublet components. 
It is easily shown that also multiple reflexions from those parts of 
the wall of the capillary, which are normal to the field, will only 
rnodify tbe intensity. 

12. EX]Jeriments 10ith abso1'ption lines. I have made also some 
experiments on the sensitiveness of jhe inverse effect, a sodium flame 
plared between the pel'forated poles of a large DU BOIs-electromagnet 
being traverseel by the white light of an arc-lamp. A large concaye 
ROWLA1\D grating was màde use of for the analysis of the light. 
The ROIVlJAND grating can be useel for the study of the inverse 
magnetic effect,' because the brightness of the arc-lamp more than 
compensates the feeble reflexIon by the grating. 

A double ql1arter-wave plate anel a Nicol are traversed by the beam. 
Ey means of the mounted Nicol the right-handed circularly polarized 
component in one part of the field, the left-handed in the other can 
be made absolutely black. The corresponding position of the Nicol 
"we calI the zero-position. In ihis position not t!le slightest trace of 
absol'ption can be seen at the places of the other components, which 
only appeal' aftel' a considerable rotation of the Nicol. The positions 
of the Nicol, on eithe1' side of the zero-position, wel'e fOUlld at "v\'lüch 
the eal'liest l'ecognition of the ab SOl'ption" li11es was possible. The fil'st 
trace of the lines onIy became visible alter a l'otation of 20° from 
the zero. Hence, we conclude, that the absOl'ptio11 must already be 
considerabie befol'e being pel'ceptible anel that orclinary light in the 
components of the doublet can be l'ecognizeel 1110re readily byobser
vations on the direct effect. 

13. Conclusions. I think I have provecl by the experiments 
clescriueel 1 that we must accept, til! the contrary has been proved, 
th at in tile case of line spectra the displaced 1) components of maglle
tically sllbc1iviclecl lines, emit parallel to tbe li11es of force completely 
ci1'cularly polarizecl light. 

2. that t11e amount of ol'c1inary light which might be emitteel 
simultaneouslr with the circlllarly po1arizec1 light, is in the case of 
several spectral li11es 1ess than 1 % of the totaJ iniensity of the 
spectral 1ine. 

1) I expressly speak of displCtcecl cornponents in order to except a component 
which lIas the same position as the llnmodified line. The groups of oppositely 
circularly polarized components then have a central line in common, which must 
be unpolarized. The quintets À. = 3788.01 anel ), = 3743.45 of the iron spectrum, 
investigated by H. BECQUEREL anc! DESr.ANDRES anc! lately measnred by Mrs. VAN 

BILDERBECK' in the Amsterdam laboratory, provide examples of the type. [Note 
added to the englisch translation]. 
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As the intensity of light of tlJe apparatus used (ROWMND'S grating, 
then MWHELSON'S echelon) has increased, 80 the percentage of ordinary 
light, possibly present, has decreased. 

We must conclude, that the ol'bits of the equivalent electrons, in 
planes normal to the magnetic force, are with great approximation 
circles. Elliptic orbits, fortuitously distribnted in p]anes norm al to 
the field, need not be conjectured for the representation of the 

phenomeua. 
Rathel' closely connected with the subject of this paper, are the 

latest investigations of JEAN BECQUEREL 1) and A. DUFOUR 2). DUFOUR 
obtained val'ious new results concerning the banded emission spectra 
of the alkaline-earth flnorides and chlorides radiating in a magnetic 
field and in some cases observed incomplete circular polaf'ization. 
Seyeral absorption bands of xenotime and tysonite accol'ding /to 
J. BECQUEREL also exhibited incomplete cil'cular polal'ization in a 
longitudinal magnetic tieillo He showed, however, lately 3) that in 
the case of these crystals there is no rea1 incomplete polarization, 
but that under the action of the magnetic field besides the principal 
components, others of slightly different wavelength, come into existence, 
which exhibit a polal'lzation opposite to th at of the pl'incipal lines. 

Physics. - "On plwto- ancl elect1'oclwnical equilibria." By Prof. A. 

8l1UTS. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER 'VAALS.) 

Already previously 4) I pointed out that if a dal'k Ol' thermo
chemical equilibrium is expos~d to the action of light or electl'ical 
energy, ::tnd the system is .msceptible to these forms of en ergy , a 
new equilibrium will be established, which deviates from the thel'1l10-
dynamic equilibrium, Ol' in other words which is thermic metastable. 

On that occasion the heterogeneous photochemical equilibria in 
the systems Ag

2
CI-C1

2 
and 8-C82 , and further the hOll1o~el1eous 

photochemical equilibrium 2 SOa ~ 80 2 + O~ and the homogeneous 
electrochemical equilibrium 3 O2 ~ 20 3 \Vore discussed, in whieh a 
photochemical dissociation equilibrium with HCI was pl'cdicted. 

1) JEAN BeCQueReL C. R. T. 146, p. 413. 1907. 
2) A. DUFOUR C. R. T. 146, p. 118 et p. 229. 1908. Journal de Physique Ayril 

1909. 
3) JEAN BECQueReL. These Proc. p. 146. June 1909. Contribution à la connais· 

sance du phénomène de ZEeMAN dans les cl'Ïslaux. See also supplement NO. 20. 

Leyden communications. . 
.t) Inaugnral Address. Amsterdam Dec. gth 1907. 


